National Press reviews & recommendations for
Backpacker
“Backpacker is the type of game you expect to find in a Supermarket’s toy section, Toys R Us and
family toy stores. It has an impulse buy quality because it has all the things that families like in a
game – brightly coloured, hard wearing cards and easy to learn rules. A neat game to be popped
into your pocket and taken on holiday or to a friend’s house”
Games Gazette (Games overview)
“Test your and others’ travelling nous and amass as many photos as possible with Backpacker, a
new card game designed with the globetrotter and armchair traveller in mind”
The Independent on Sunday (Get This section).
“The perfect gift for someone about to set off on a gap year”
The Observer (Gifts section).
“Portable, competitive and fun, so stick it in your luggage for fun on the road”
Wanderlust (Checkout section)
“A great alternative to Travel Scrabble”
Real Travel magazine
“A portable card game inspired by real backpacking experiences”
The Sunday Herald (Travel gadgets)
“Backpacker is a card game about surviving travel disasters to get home with the most photos”
The Sunday Tmes (Good Gear section).
“Hopefully the only disasters you’ ll encounter on holidays are the ones to be found in this card
game! Compact
enough to fit in your luggage, the winner is the player who survives to collect the most photos.
Unleash your competitive side!
Irish Independent (Don’t forget to pack)
“Backpacker is a card game for 2-6 players, revolving around world travel, aimed to appeal to
anyone hankering for global meanderings. Just bigger than a normal pack of cards, it’s ideal for
chucking in the sack and could result in an impromptu snow-bound refuge card party”
Adventure Travel magazine
“It’s all done in a funky and constantly varied way, and features ace, evocative artwork.”
Trail (Must Have section)
“A fantastic, compact, card game for 2-6 players which just like travelling is fun, exciting, a little
unpredictable and very addictive”
Motoring & Leisure (Fun and Games section)
“An engaging travel-sized card game for 2-6 people all about the trials and tribulations of travelling
the globe. No two games are ever likely to be the same and it requires only a tiny space in your
bag”.
Outdoor Enthusiast (Gift Ideas section)
“Now you can play at travelling while you’re travelling. New card game Backpacker allows 2-6
players to put their budget-travel skills to the test, avoiding sickness, fully booked flights and theft
in order to travel to and photograph different countries”
Geographical (News in Brief section)
“It’s an addictive card game in which players globetrot for a year to bring home photos from as
many countries as possible. Get hassled by customs in Turkey or find romance in Fiji.”
Backpacker (Hot List of Cool Stuff section)
“A fun new card game for 2-6 players. The aim is to return from travelling around the world with as
many photographs as you can from your travels, overcoming hazards such as sickness or
bureaucracy on the way”
Traveller (News & Views section)

“A realistic game about the ups and downs of globetrotting. The pack is light (200 grams), pocketsized (9cm x 13cm), robust and doesn't require a board to play it on”
South China Morning Post
“Here’s something to augment jigsaws and scrabble at a beachhouse holiday. Just like travel itself”
The Australian
“Play at home, on your next holiday and beyond. This game is essential for anyone who loves
foreign travel”.
Travel Channel

